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Top News for Today 

 Wipro: The company has entered an expanded collaboration with Palo 
Alto Networks to deliver managed security and network transformation 
solutions like Secure Access Service Edge, cloud security and next-
generation Security Operations Center solutions based on Zero Trust 
principles for global enterprises.  

 Brightcom Group: The company has cancelled the definitive share 
purchase agreement that was entered in December 2021 with 
MediaMint. Both the companies have jointly decided to change their 
proposed transaction from acquisition to a possible strategic alliance 
and provide backend services to Brightcom’s future acquisitions.  

 PTC India: The company clarified that media report regarding setting 
up a plant by PTC in Nepal is “incorrect”. No negotiations related to 
setting up of a plant in Nepal has taken place with any entity.  

 InterGlobe Aviation: Petrus Elbers joins the company as Chief 
Executive Officer with effect from Sept. 6.  

 Paras Defence & Space Technologies: The company has entered into 
an exclusive teaming agreement with ELDIS Pardubice, Czech Republic 
to provide turnkey anti-drone systems for civilian airports in India.  

Indian Indices Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

Sensex 59196.99 48.99 0.08 

Nifty 17655.60 10.20 0.06 
    

Global Indices Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

DOW JONES 31145.30 173.14 0.55 

NASDAQ COM. 11544.91 85.95 0.74 

FTSE 100  7300.44 13.01 0.18 

CAC 40  6104.61 11.39 0.19 

DAX  12871.44 110.66 0.87 

NIKKEI 225 27319.98 307.24 1.11 

SHANGHAI  3242.61 1.05 0.03 

HANG SENG  18947.63 256.51 1.34 
    

Currency Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

USD / INR 79.84 0.01 0.01 

USD / EUR 0.99 0.00 0.27 

USD / GBP 1.15 0.01 0.48 

USD / JPY 143.37 0.41 0.29 
    

Precious Metals  Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

Gold (USD) 1696.36 5.74 0.34 

Silver 17.82 0.09 0.52 
    

Energy Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

NYMEX Crude 85.68 1.20 1.38 

Brent Crude 91.79 1.04 1.12 

Natural Gas 8.03 0.11 1.40 
    

Bond Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

10 Yrs G-Sec 7.18 0.04 0.55 
    

Indian ADRs Close Net Chng. Chng. (%) 

Dr. Reddy's Lab 52.46 0.50 0.96 

HDFC Bank 61.96 0.02 0.03 

ICICI Bank 22.14 0.30 1.37 

Infosys Ltd 17.98 0.11 0.61 

Tata Motors 28.26 0.33 1.15 

Wipro 4.95 0.04 0.80 

Institution Purchase Sale Net 

FII 6467.47  5322.94  1144.53  

DII 7709.38  7076.41  632.97  

Institutional Flow (In Crore)  06-09-2022 

Market Snapshot  

Events of the Day 

 AGM today: Can Fin Homes India Glycols KEI Industries Kovai Medical 
Center & Hospital Man Infraconstruction Metro Brands Pokarna 
Schneider Electric Infrastructure 

 Nuvoco Vistas Corporation: To meet investors and analysts on Sept. 7.  

 Heranba Industries: To meet investors and analysts on Sept. 7.  

 Greenpanel Industries: To meet investors and analysts on Sept. 7.  

 Greenply Industries: To meet investors and analysts on Sept. 12.  

 Aditya Birla Sun Life: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Arvind Fashions: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Brigade Enterprises: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 8.  

 ICICI Bank: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Dodla Diary: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 UltraTech Cement: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Brigade Enterprises: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Max Healthcare Institute: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Sheela Foam: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 8.  

 CESC: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 8 and Sept. 21.  

 Shoppers Stop: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 8  

 Crisil: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 8 & 9.  

 Ashoka Buildcon: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7.  

 Aarti Industries: To meet analysts and investors on Sept. 7. 
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Indian Indices Index Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

Sensex 59196.99 48.99 0.08 2.11 1.39 7.42 1.57 

Nifty 17655.60 10.20 0.06 1.98 1.48 7.55 1.69 

BSE M Cap 25702.14 120.94 0.47 3.15 5.00 13.91 5.47 

BSE S Cap 29086.44 29.70 0.10 2.94 5.37 11.59 6.35 

Nifty MC 100  31706.05 183.75 0.58 2.76 4.78 14.03 8.94 

BSE Auto 30308.41 30.66 0.10 2.49 3.21 16.90 33.13 

BSE Capgoods 33178.30 7.87 0.02 4.56 11.72 24.89 30.15 

BSE FMCG 15879.13 73.08 0.46 1.55 1.54 15.07 7.08 

BSE Metal 19240.68 166.20 0.87 2.54 4.83 6.33 6.46 

BSE Oil&Gas 19936.86 266.41 1.35 0.86 3.10 4.04 15.56 

BSE Healthcare 22906.26 112.94 0.50 0.78 1.20 4.86 13.79 

BSE Power 5239.10 97.59 1.90 3.04 11.77 26.87 77.22 

BSE Realty 3768.74 18.43 0.49 5.69 8.11 19.31 12.61 

BSE ConsDur 42897.52 144.44 0.34 2.88 6.95 18.04 7.43 

BSE Bank 45413.92 187.44 0.41 3.60 4.28 12.48 9.44 

BSE IT 28328.87 83.51 0.29 0.21 6.77 5.22 17.86 

        

LME Index Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

Gold($/Ounce) 1696.36 5.74 0.34 0.86 4.46 8.42 5.46 

Silver($/Ounce) 17.91 0.10 0.58 0.43 9.95 19.43 26.33 

Aluminium 2254.25 36.50 1.59 6.07 6.99 18.06 18.24 

Copper 7751.00 20.00 0.26 1.80 1.42 20.45 17.90 

Zinc 3203.50 38.00 1.17 10.13 10.88 17.38 6.92 

Lead 1891.70 18.45 0.98 4.63 9.69 14.27 19.74 

        

Currency Rate Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

INR 79.84 0.01 0.01 0.47 0.23 2.76 8.43 

USD Index 110.46 0.24 0.22 1.61 3.60 7.95 19.40 

YUAN 6.97 0.02 0.23 1.15 3.15 4.31 7.23 

GBP 1.15 0.00 0.39 1.26 5.02 8.87 16.76 

EUR 0.99 0.00 0.22 1.71 3.09 7.67 16.54 

YEN 143.37 0.55 0.38 3.06 5.86 7.51 23.07 

        

Agro Commodities Price Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

Coffee  230.25 1.45 0.63 2.68 11.56 2.85 16.08 

Cotton 102.98 0.57 0.55 8.32 7.13 14.10 23.97 

Sugar 17.98 0.17 0.94 2.49 0.22 8.92 4.41 

Wheat 811.75 5.50 0.67 1.07 2.04 26.01 13.58 

Soybean 1386.50 12.25 0.88 3.21 1.58 10.53 11.12 

Global Indices Index Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

Dow Jones 31145.30 173.14 0.55 2.97 5.05 6.13 11.27 

Nasdaq 11544.91 85.95 0.74 3.93 8.79 5.18 24.91 

S&P 500 3908.19 16.07 0.41 3.04 5.72 6.07 13.54 

FTSE100 7300.44 13.01 0.18 0.83 1.87 3.93 2.11 

CAC40 6104.61 11.39 0.19 1.70 5.68 6.09 9.24 

DAX  12871.44 110.66 0.87 0.69 5.18 11.58 18.76 

Mexico IPC 45902.89 123.19 0.27 0.04 1.76 8.45 11.64 

Brazil Bovespa 109763.8 2439.58 2.17 0.60 3.09 0.28 6.88 

Russian RTS 1252.47 35.31 2.74 3.33 16.80 6.10 27.35 

Japan Nikkei 27319.98 307.24 1.11 2.75 3.04 2.24 8.68 

Hang Seng 18947.63 256.51 1.34 5.05 6.22 12.01 28.11 

Taiwan Index 14454.02 224.40 1.53 4.26 3.88 12.48 17.08 

Shanghai Comp 3242.61 1.05 0.03 1.26 0.48 0.02 11.81 

KOSPI 2374.36 35.08 1.46 3.93 4.65 9.57 25.49 

Malaysia KLCI 1487.39 0.88 0.06 1.63 0.94 2.53 6.07 

Jakarta Comp 7224.92 6.70 0.09 0.67 2.00 1.20 18.23 

Philippine SE 6647.34 62.26 0.93 0.97 3.78 1.58 3.84 

Thai Exch 1633.87 11.87 0.73 0.34 2.05 0.12 0.16 

        

Freight Index Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

Baltic Dry 1114.00 19.00 1.68 9.54 28.59 55.69 69.95 

Baltic Dirty  1439.00 32.00 2.18 5.70 0.62 32.14 135.90 

SG Dubai HY 22.69 2.04 9.88 3.61 43.15 41.05 1204.02 

        

Energy Markets Index Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

NYMEX Crude 85.68 1.20 1.38 6.50 3.74 28.25 25.35 

BRENT Crude 91.79 1.04 1.12 4.03 1.49 19.30 36.96 

Natural Gas 8.03 0.11 1.40 11.18 0.25 12.75 122.84 

        

Bond Markets Yield Net Chng %1D %5D %1M %3M %1Y 

US  3.34 0.01 0.29 4.61 18.14 12.31 143.21 

UK 3.10 0.16 5.51 14.68 51.34 38.01 346.83 

Brazil 5.89 0.04 0.70 0.31 4.34 1.12 53.64 

Japan 0.25 0.01 3.72 11.06 49.41 1.21 483.72 

Australia 3.73 0.08 2.06 3.62 20.71 4.72 196.11 

India 7.18 0.04 0.55 0.51 1.69 4.27 16.32 

Switzerland 0.96 0.07 7.51 17.38 70.64 7.52 405.41 

Germany 1.64 0.08 4.80 8.41 71.52 23.90 546.32 

Market in Detailed (Updated at 8AM) 
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Taking global cues, the Nifty is expected to open flat around 17550 and likely to remain range-bound in the 
price band of 17400-17800. 
 
The Nifty previous session ended 0.06% down at 17655.60. It opened flat and remained choppy throughout the 
session towards ending with a spinning-top candle. Candle pattern suggesting range bound oscillation. Chart 
pattern suggesting the Index may remain stuck in consolidation below 17800 levels. The Nifty remaining stuck 
in the price range of 17500-17800 is most likely. Lower support is placed around 17400 levels. 
 
On the Nifty hourly chart, RSI suggesting bullish momentum likely to frazzle out near 17800 levels. However, 
retracement towards 17400 may again find buyers.  
 
Nifty patterns on multiple periods suggesting; the Benchmark Index ended on a nervous note. Broader chart 
pattern suggesting, range bound oscillation with a positive bias in the price band of 17500-17800 is likely to 
continue. 
 
The Bank Nifty previous session ended 0.35% down at 39666.50. It might get into the trading range of 38800-
40100. 
 
The Financial Nifty Fut trading range likely to be 17900-18400. 
 
Nifty Crucial Supports & Resistances- 
Supports- 17500, 17400 Resistances- 17800, 17950 
 
 
Open Positional Calls- 
T+30 INST POSITIONAL BUY-  
|Cash Segment| HDFC BANK @ 1430-1410, TGT- 1550 & 1610, Closing SL- below 1310 
 
T+20 INST POSITIONAL BUY-  
|Cash Segment| ZEEL @ 260-255, TGT- 285, Closing SL- below 240 
 
T+15 INST POSITIONAL BUY-  
|Cash Segment| RIL @ 2590-2570, TGT- 2740, Closing SL- below 2500 

Market Outlook &  
Recommendation 
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 Wipro: The company has entered an expanded collaboration with Palo Alto Networks to deliver managed 
security and network transformation solutions like Secure Access Service Edge, cloud security and next-
generation Security Operations Center solutions based on Zero Trust principles for global enterprises.  

 Brightcom Group: The company has cancelled the definitive share purchase agreement that was entered in 
December 2021 with MediaMint. Both the companies have jointly decided to change their proposed 
transaction from acquisition to a possible strategic alliance and provide backend services to Brightcom’s 
future acquisitions.  

 PTC India: The company clarified that media report regarding setting up a plant by PTC in Nepal is 
“incorrect”. No negotiations related to setting up of a plant in Nepal has taken place with any entity.  

 InterGlobe Aviation: Petrus Elbers joins the company as Chief Executive Officer with effect from Sept. 6.  

 Paras Defence & Space Technologies: The company has entered into an exclusive teaming agreement with 
ELDIS Pardubice, Czech Republic to provide turnkey anti-drone systems for civilian airports in India.  

Today’s  Highlights 
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Stocks, US Futures Drop Amid Higher Yields, Dollar 

Stocks extended declines on Wednesday, Treasury yields held a surge and the dollar pushed higher, reflecting 

expectations of aggressive monetary tightening by the Federal Reserve to tackle inflation. Equities fell from 

Tokyo to Sydney and Chinese tech shares slid, taking an Asian stock gauge to the lowest since 2020. US and 

European futures were in the red. The S&P 500 dipped Tuesday but held above the 3,900 technical level. 

Australian and New Zealand debt dropped after a Treasuries selloff, which was helped along by a slew of 

corporate debt offerings and solid US service-sector activity. The 30-year US yield is around the highest level 

since 2014. The economic data spurred bets on another 75 basis points Fed interest-rate hike. The Bank of 

Japan said it would boost scheduled bond purchases as the intensifying weakness in Treasuries puts upward 

pressure on global yields. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index hit another record, the yen slid to a fresh 24-year 

low and China set its yuan reference rate with the strongest bias on record -- a signal of discomfort with 

currency weakness. Greenback strength is rippling across the world, squeezing financial conditions and stoking 

inflation in other economies as rival currencies drop.  

Oil Tumbles to Lowest Since January as Demand Concerns Escalate 

Oil fell to the lowest since January on concern a global slowdown will cut demand in Europe and the US just as 

China’s Covid Zero strategy hurts consumption in the world’s biggest crude importer. West Texas Intermediate 

sank below $86 a barrel, after erasing a gain driven by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries and 

its allies decision on Monday to pare output. Reflecting the softness, Saudi Arabia reduced prices for customers 

in Asia and Europe for next month’s shipments. An additional headwind for commodities including crude came 

from the dollar’s surge to an all-time high on Wednesday, according to a Bloomberg gauge. The currency’s 

ascent makes oil more expensive for buyers outside the US. 

California Raises Grid Emergency, Blackouts Imminent 

California raised the emergency status of the state’s electrical system to the highest possible level amid a 

blistering heat wave, which means rolling blackouts are imminent. With power demand soaring to an all-time 

high, the state’s grid operator warned residents to prepare for controlled outages as temperatures soared 

above 110 degrees Fahrenheit (43 Celsius) across much of California. The state’s largest power company, PG&E 

Corp., said in a statement that it had notified about 525,000 homes and businesses that they could lose power 

for up to two hours. Electricity use reached 51 gigawatts Tuesday, easily breaking a record that stood since 

2006, according to the California Independent System Operator.  

Covid Vaccine Will Become Fall Ritual, Like Flu Shot, Biden Says 

Covid-19 vaccines will largely become an annual vaccination akin to the flu shot, President Joe Biden said 

Tuesday as his administration urged Americans to seek out newly authorized booster shots tailored to fight the 

omicron subvariants that are now dominant. Health officials held a briefing Tuesday after regulators cleared the 

new generation of coronavirus inoculations and threw open eligibility -- calling on people age 12 and older to 

get another dose if they haven’t had one in the past two months. Covid vaccinations will likely shift to an annual 

injection -- tailored to the latest strains -- for the majority of the population, with more frequent doses offered 

for higher-risk people, the officials said. The latest version of the vaccine -- the first approved in almost two 

years -- will be available at pharmacies and doctors’ offices beginning this week. 

Global News & Views 
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EQT to Buy Marcellus Gas and Pipeline Assets for $5 Billion 

EQT Corp., the largest US natural gas producer, agreed to acquire a privately held competitor in a $5.2 billion 

deal to expand holdings in the prolific Marcellus shale. The Pittsburgh-based driller will take over THQ 

Appalachia I LLC, a Tug Hill-operated company that’s backed by Quantum Energy Partners, in a cash and equity 

transaction, the company said in a statement on Tuesday. The purchase will also incorporate Tug Hill’s XcL 

Midstream LLC, which owns roughly 95 miles of gas pipelines connecting to interstate systems. It’s the latest in 

a series of acquisitions made by EQT over the past couple of years as the company seeks to consolidate holdings 

across the Marcellus in the northeast US. Led by Chief Executive Officer Toby Rice, the company last year 

bought assets from Alta Resources Development LLC for about $2.9 billion. It also acquired Chevron Corp.’s 

assets in Appalachia for $735 million in 2020.  The move has largely paid off as a global supply crunch has sent 

natural gas prices to the highest levels in more than a decade. While the driller’s ability to profit from the rally 

has been curbed by hedges against the possibility of a gas slump, the company is still set to generate record 

amounts of cash from its operations while slashing debt and boosting returns to shareholders. Its shares have 

more than doubled over the past year.  

Global News & Views 
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Auto / Auto Ancillaries 

Volkswagen inaugurates all women store to promote diversity, inclusivity 

Hyundai expecting best sales this year on robust demand, easing supply issues 

Kinetic Green aims Rs 600 cr revenue from e-two-wheeler biz this fiscal: Sulajja Firodia Motwani 

Banking & Finance 

IDBI stake sale: Govt seeks easing of public holding rule 

Flush with capital, PNB ready to capitalise growth in key sector 

HDFC Bank to have personal loan ready for all in 10 seconds 

Five banks including SBI, ICICI in talks with Singapore’s DBS Bank to begin real-time remittance system 

Finance ministry to hold meeting with stakeholders to push overseas trade in rupee 

ESAF Bank launches 'rainbow account' for transgender community 

Future Generali offers health cover to LGBTQIA+, live-in partners 

Oil & Gas 

Operational issues hit a few fuel outlets in Chennai 

Government sets up Kirit Parikh committee to moderate gas prices 

Kirit Parikh committee to review local gas pricing formula to tame inflation 

Metals/Mining/Power 

Sembcorp-Omani deal fine print: Unique 15 year deferred payment structure 

Gautam Adani to start exporting electricity to energy-starved Bangladesh 

MOEF gives 2-yr extension to coal plants for emission gears installation 

Kalpataru Power Transmission, foreign units win orders worth Rs 1,345 cr 

Rules on sourcing solar modules may be eased amid shortage, arbitrary pricing 

Suzlon bags 180.6 MW wind energy project from Sembcorp's arm Green Infra Wind Energy 

BluWheelz to invest USD 15 mn in a year to deploy 10,000 EVs 

IT/Telecom/Media 

5G SA versus NSA: Only time will decide the winner 

Trai, DoT tussle over licence to access network providers 

 

Links to important News 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/auto/auto-news/hyundai-expecting-best-sales-this-year-on-robust-demand-easing-supply-issues/articleshow/94026354.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/kinetic-green-aims-rs-600-cr-revenue-from-e-two-wheeler-biz-this-fiscal-sulajja-firodia-motwani/articleshow/94026928.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/idbi-stake-sale-govt-seeks-easing-of-public-holding-rule/articleshow/94037811.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/flush-with-capital-pnb-ready-to-capitalise-growth-in-key-sectors/articleshow/94036670.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/hdfc-bank-to-have-personal-loan-ready-for-all-in-10-seconds/articleshow/94036620.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/five-banks-including-sbi-icici-in-talks-with-singapores-dbs-bank-to-begin-real-time-remittance-system/articleshow/94034575.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/finance-ministry-to-hold-meeting-with-stakeholders-to-push-overseas-trade-in-rupee/articleshow/94034411.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/esaf-bank-launches-rainbow-account-for-transgender-community/articleshow/94032068.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/insure/future-generali-offers-health-cover-to-lgbtqia-live-in-partners/articleshow/94031972.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/operational-issues-hit-a-few-fuel-outlets/articleshow/94033971.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/government-sets-up-kirit-parikh-committee-to-moderate-gas-prices/articleshow/94033015.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/oil-gas/kirit-parikh-committee-to-review-local-gas-pricing-formula-to-tame-inflation/articleshow/94026501.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/sembcorp-omani-deal-fine-print-unique-15-year-deferred-payment-structure/articleshow/94039214.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/gautam-adani-to-start-exporting-electricity-to-energy-starved-bangladesh/articleshow/94032962.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/moef-gives-2-yr-extension-to-coal-plants-for-emission-gears-installation/articleshow/94029549.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/energy/power/kalpataru-power-transmission-foreign-units-win-orders-worth-rs-1345-cr/articleshow/94019279.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/rules-on-sourcing-solar-modules-may-be-eased-amid-shortage-arbitrary-pricing/articleshow/94036551.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/suzlon-bags-180-6-mw-wind-energy-project-from-sembcorps-arm-green-infra-wind-energy/articleshow/94029965.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/renewables/bluwheelz-to-invest-usd-15-mn-in-a-year-to-deploy-10000-evs/articleshow/94029060.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/telecom/telecom-news/5g-sa-versus-nsa-only-time-will-decide-the-winner/articleshow/94029953.cms
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FMCG/Retail/Textiles/Agri 

Electronics companies plan big festive offers to revive demand 

Price control hurting liquor business in India: John Distilleries 

Vivo plans to increase exclusive stores to more than 650 in India this year 

Final call on PLI Scheme for mobile makers on September 9 

Licences of 15 food business operators suspended by FSSAI for not displaying nutritional value 

Saregama launches featurephone with pre-loaded Hindi songs 

Blue Star bags two orders worth Rs 390 crores from Bangalore Metro 

Pharma/Fertilizers/Healthcare/Chemicals 

Persistent COVID infection may increase incidents of heart attacks, and brain strokes: Dr Ashok Seth 

Hospitality/Aviation 

Espire Hospitality Group launches ZANA Lake Resort, Udaipur 

Pieter Elbers moves to the corner office of IndiGo 

Tata Sons looking to raise $4 billion for Air India: Report 

Links to important News 

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/electronics/electronics-companies-plan-big-festive-offers-to-revive-demand/articleshow/94037050.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/liquor/price-control-hurting-liquor-business-in-india-john-distilleries/articleshow/94036991.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/electronics/vivo-plans-to-increase-exclusive-stores-to-more-than-650-in-india-this-year/articleshow/94036734.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/electronics/final-call-on-pli-scheme-for-mobile-makers-on-september-9/articleshow/94036405.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/food/fssai-suspends-licences-of-15-food-business-operators-for-not-displaying-nutritional-value/articleshow/94034942.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/electronics/saregama-launches-featurephone-with-pre-loaded-hindi-songs/articleshow/94024633.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/cons-products/durables/blue-star-bags-two-orders-worth-rs-390-crores-from-bangalore-metro/articleshow/94020292.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/services/hotels-/-restaurants/espire-hospitality-group-launches-zana-lake-resort-udaipur/articleshow/94027299.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/transportation/airlines-/-aviation/pieter-elbers-moves-to-the-corner-office-of-indigo/articleshow/94031623.cms
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/transportation/airlines-/-aviation/tata-sons-looking-to-raise-4-billion-for-air-india-report/articleshow/94020547.cms
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update the information herein on a reasonable basis, SMIFS is under no obligation to update or keep the information 

current. Also, there may be regulatory, compliance or other reasons that may prevent SMIFS from doing so. Non -rated 

securities indicate that rating on a particular security has been suspended temporarily and such suspension is in compliance 

with applicable regulations and/or policies of SMIFS, in circumstances where SMIFS might be acting in an advisory capacity 

to this company, or in certain other circumstances. 

This Research Report is based on information obtained from public sources and sources believed to be reliable, but no 

independent verification has been made nor is its accuracy or completeness guaranteed. This Research Report and 

information herein is solely for informational purpose and shall not be used or considered as an offer document or 

solicitation of offer to buy or sell or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. Securities as defined in cla use (h) 

of section 2 of the Securities Contract Act, 1956, includes Financial Instruments, Currency and Commodity Derivatives. 

Though disseminated to all the customers simultaneously, not all customers may receive this Research Report at the same 

time. SMIFS will not treat recipients as customers by virtue of their receiving this Research Report. Nothing in this Researc h 

Report constitutes investment, legal, accounting and tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is 

suitable or appropriate to your specific circumstances. The securities discussed and opinions expressed in this Research 

Report may not be suitable for all investors, who must make their own investment decisions, based on their own 

investment objectives, financial positions and needs of specific recipient. This may not be taken in substitution for the 

exercise of independent judgment by any recipient. The recipient should independently evaluate the investment risks. The 

value and return on investment may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates or any other reason. 

SMIFS accepts no liabilities whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of this Research Report. 

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Investors are advised to see Risk Disclosure Document  

Disclaimer 
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to understand the risks associated before investing in the securities markets. Actual results may differ materially from thos e 

set forth in projections. Forward-looking statements are not predictions and may be subject to change without notice. The 

information given in this report is as of date of this report and there can be no assurance that future results or events wil l 

be consistent with this information. The information provided in this report remains, unless otherwise stated, the copyright 

of SMIFS. All layout, design, original artwork, concepts and intellectual Properties remains the property and copyright of 

SMIFS and may not be used in any form or for any purpose whatsoever by any party without the express written permission 

of the SMIFS. 

SMIFS shall not be liable for any delay or any other interruption which may occur in presenting the data due to any reason 

including network (Internet) reasons or snags in the system, breakdown of the system or any other equipment, server 

breakdown, maintenance shutdown, breakdown of communication services or inability of SMIFS to present the data. In no 

event shall SMIFS be liable for any damages, including without limitation direct or indirect, special, incidental, or 

consequential damages, losses or expenses arising in connection with the data presented by the SMIFS through this report.  

Participants in foreign exchange transactions may incur risks arising from several factors, including the following: (a) 

Exchange Rates can be volatile and are subject to large fluctuations; (b) the value of currencies may be affected by 

numerous market factors, including world and notional economic, political and regulatory events, events in Equity & Debt 

Markets and changes in interest rates; and (c) Currencies may be subject to devaluation or government imposed Exchange 

Controls which could affect the value of the Currency. Investors in securities such as Currency Derivatives, whose values are  

affected by the currency of an underlying security, effectively assume currency risk.  

Since associates of SMIFS are engaged in various financial service businesses, they might have financial interests or 

beneficial ownership in various companies including the subject company/companies mentioned in this Research Report.  

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may: (i) from  

time to may have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the Securities, mentioned herein or (ii) be engaged in any other  

transaction involving such Securities and earn brokerage or other compensation of the Subject Company/ companies 

mentioned herein or act as  an Advisor or Lender/Borrower to such Companies or have other potential/material Conflict of 

Interest with respect to any recommendation and related information and opinions at the time of the publication of the 

Research Report or at the time of Public Appearance.  

SMIFS does not have proprietary trades but may at a future date, opt for the same with prior intimation to Clients/ 

Investors and extant Authorities where it may have proprietary long/short position in the above Scrip(s) and therefore 

should be considered as interested.  

The views provided herein are general in nature and do not consider Risk Appetite or Investment Objective of any particular 

Investor; Clients/ Readers/ Subscribers of this Research Report are requested to take independent professional advice 

before investing, however the same shall have no bearing whatsoever on the specific recommendations made by the 

analysts, as the recommendations made by the analysts are completely independednt views of the Associates of SMIFS 

even though there might exist an inherent conflict of interest in some of the stocks mentioned in the Research Report.  

The information provided herein should not be construed as invitation or solicitation to do business with SMIFS.   

SMIFS or its subsidiaries collectively or Research Analysts or their relatives do not own 1% or more of the equity securities  

of the Company mentioned in the Research Report as of the last day of the month preceding the publication of the 

Research Report.  
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SMIFS encourages independence in Research Report preparation and strives to minimize conflict in preparation of Research 

Report. Accordingly, neither SMIFS and their Associates nor the Research Analysts and their relatives have any material 

conflict of interest at the time of publication of this Research Report or at the time of the Public Appearance, if any.  

SMIFS or its associates might have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company or might 

have been mandated by the subject company for any other assignment in the past twelve months.  

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation from the companies mentioned in the Research Report 

during the period preceding twelve months from the date of this Research Report for services in respect of managing or co -

managing public offerings, corporate finance, investment banking, brokerage services or other advisory service in a merger 

or specific transaction from the subject company. 

SMIFS or its associates might have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or 

brokerage services from the subject companies mentioned in the Research Report in the past twelve months.  

SMIFS or its associates or its Research Analysts did not receive any compensation or other benefits whatsoever from the 

subject companies mentioned in the Research Report or third party in connection with preparation of the Research Report.  

Compensation of Research Analysts is not based on any specific Investment Banking or Brokerage Service Transactions.  

The Research Analysts might have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company.  

SMIFS and its Associates, Officers, Directors, Employees, Research Analysts including their relatives worldwide may have 

been engaged in market making activity for the companies mentioned in the Research Report.  

SMIFS may have issued other Research Reports that are inconsistent with and reach different conclusion from the 

information presented in this Research Report.  

A graph of daily closing prices of the securities/commodities is also available at www.nseindia.com and/or 

www.bseindia.com, www.mcxindia.com and/or www.icex.com.  

SMIFS submit’ s that no material disciplinary action has been taken on the Company by any Regulatory Authority impacting 

Equity Research Analysis activities in last 3 years.  

This Research Report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or 

resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availabil ity or 

use would be contrary to law, regulation or which would subject SMIFS and affiliates to any registration or licensing 

requirement within such jurisdiction. The securities described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdiction s 

or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this document may come are required to inform 

themselves of and to observe such restriction. 
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Specific Disclosures 

 SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives does not have financial interest in the subject company, as they do not 

have equity holdings in the subject company. 

 SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have actual/beneficial ownership of 1% or more securities in the 

subject company. 

 SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives have not received compensation/other benefits from the subject company 

in the past 12 months. 

 SMIFS, Research Analyst and/or his relatives do not have material conflict of interest in the subject company at the 

time of publication of research report. 

 Research Analyst has not served as director/officer/employee in the subject company  

 SMIFS has not acted as a manager or co-manager of public offering of securities of the subject company in past 12 

months. 

 SMIFS has not received compensation for investment banking/ merchant banking/brokerage services from the subject 

company in the past 12 months 

 SMIFS has not received compensation for other than investment banking/merchant banking/brokerage services from 

the subject company in the past 12 months. 

 SMIFS has not received any compensation or other benefits from third party in connection with the research report.  

 SMIFS has not engaged in market making activity for the subject company  

 

Analyst holding in stock: NO  

Key to SMIFS Investment Rankings  

Buy: Return >15%, Accumulate: Return between 5% to 15%, Reduce: Return between -5% to +5%, Sell:  Return < -5% 

 

Contact us: 

SMIFS Limited. (https://www.smifs.com/) 

Compliance Officer:  

Sudipto Datta,  

Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 

Contact No.: +91 33 4011 5401 /91 33 6634 5401 

Email Id.: compliance@smifs.com 
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